
 Experts analyse histology images manually:
✗  Subjective: regions of interest are not always 

 easy distinguishable
✗  Labor intensive

  Current tools are task specific (e.g., counting   
 cells) or domain specific (e.g., only suitable for   
 one type of tissue)

 Build an interactive framework that adapts to 
 every learning task, without knowing the initial 
 learning target e.g., keeping stained regions, 
 removing background, removing cell nuclei, …

 Segmenting image = partitioning image into 
 segments that share the same visual 
 characteristics

 Purpose to automatically segment images in an 
 objective manner

✔  Task independent: not only limited to one specific task

✔  Tissue type independent: able to handle all kind of tissue types

✔  Takes into account local variations

✗  Considerable amount of training examples required depending on tissue type

Interactive learning of regions 
of interest in medical images
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● Active learning: interactively collect new 
 training examples by querying human user

● Automatically learn local thresholds from 
 examples labeled by the user  

● Threshold parameters for intensity, hue and 
 saturation 

● Training examples of the form                                                    with     the 
 extracted features of the image slices  given by user and     the threshold value

● Learn regression function g: X → Y  for every threshold parameter

{(x1 , y1),(x2 , y2),…,(xN , yN)} x i

y i

Example of histology images

Features
➔ Haralick texture features
➔ Homogeneity
➔ Gray level statistics
➔ Tamura texture features
➔ Intensity, hue & saturation histograms
➔ Location and value of peaks in histograms
➔ Color moments
➔ Euclidean distance from center selection to center image
➔ Polar coordinates
➔ Width, height 

Graphical user interface to 
select regions of interest

Determine local thresholds Build regression tree from 
training examples

Predict threshold 
values for 
unseen slice

Local
approach

Global
approach

Testset 1 93.5% 95.6%
Testset 2 94.8% 96%
Testset 3 89.9% 88.8%

Results for pituitary images
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